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Like many other digital achievements, YouTube's and other video

sharing sites' accessibility have provoked visions of a total democratiza

tion of the audiovisual space, where there are no more barriers between

producers and the audience, or between professionals and amateurs.

For example, Wired magazine announced in May 2006: "Any amateur

can record a clip. Follow these steps to look like a pro.'" Producers

of digital photo cameras and video equipment, indeed, provide users
with the most accessible technology and software to record and share

clips on the go. Casio, for instance, has introduced with one of its new

models a "YouTube capture mode" which supports optimized record
ings according to YouTube's standard. And as a convenient extra, these

cameras automatically record any 15 seconds before the record button

is pushed.2Thus, if a user realizes with some delay that a situation turns

out to be a typical "YouTube moment" worth recording and sharing
online, it is (almost) never too late to push the button: the camera has

already captured 15 seconds of the immediate past

As a matter of fact, many of the countless video clips on YouTube

give evidence of its low barriers for anybody who has access to tech

nological means of recording and uploading a video clip. Many of these

clips seem at first sight to demonstrate that most of these "anybodies"

have no skills in videomaking at all, or have no ambitions and just don't

care about the quality of their clips.3 As the website's self-promotion
goes and as commentators repeatedly affirm, YouTube is first and fore

most a cultural space of community building and shared experiences.
Many critics therefore lament the poor aesthetic quality and moral shift

iness of many of the self-made clips on YouTube, often recorded on

the spot with facilities like mobile phones, webcams or digital photo
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cameras and then uploaded without "wasting time" on postproduction.

YouTube is-at least for "contributing users" as opposed to "lurking

users"4-all about sharing moments online with a potentially world
wide audience, but actually a limited number of viewers.

Against this background, enthusiast advocators of participatory

media discuss the new possibilities of Web 2.0 as a challenge for critics,

educators and policymakers, since, as Henry Jenkins states in his White

Paper on Media Education for the 21st Century, one cannot subsume

that users would acquire the necessary skills and competencies "on

their own by interacting with popular culture." As a consequence, Jen

kins claims "the need for policy and pedagogical interventions." He iden

tifies three main concerns, namely the "participation gap;' the "trans

parency problem" and "the ethics challenge." In addition to the problem

of unequal access to digital media-the participation gap-and in addi

tion to the problem of participants not being aware of the conventions

and protocols defining conditions of digitally enabled participation-the

transparency problem-Jenkins also points at the "ethical problem of

participants" lacking skills in and knowledge about the use of digital
media. This derives, as Jenkins puts it, from "the breakdown of tradi

tional forms of professional training and socialization that might prepare
young people for their increasingly public roles as media makers and
community participants."5

This critical perspective on the challenges of participatory cultures

differs fundamentally from the enthusiastic perspective on users' activi

ties Jenkins develops in Convergence Culture, in which he praises the

participatory achievements of digital media6 What Jenkins performs
with these two different takes on participatory media I would call the

"participation dilemma" that is inherent to a lot of theorizing about digital

media and participation. On the one hand, critics embrace new possibili
ties of participation as a democratization of our media culture: untrained

non-professionals can now gain access to the formerly exclusive world
of professional media and start redefining the tacit norms and standards

of the established media culture. On the other hand, this is identified as

a problem, since the new, "uneducated" participants neglect profes

sional standards of craftsmanship, aesthetic quality or ethic norms. As
a reaction, professionals, critics and educators identify the need to train
the new participants in order to guarantee the" state of the art;' or, as

Jenkins argues in his White Paper, to prevent inexperienced participants
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from being exploited, abused or mocked. The dilemma then is that the

new participants have to achieve some skills that enable them to con
tribute to online cultures in meaningful ways, but whenever a cultural

elite starts to train and thus to "professionalize" new "ordinary" users,
those traditional cultural barriers and hierarchies that have been ques

tioned by the emerging participatory cultures are rebuilt.

Jenkins points to the dilemma above by developing two contradicto

ry perspectives on digital participation. However, I would argue that this
dilemma derives from a "theorization" caught up in 20th century media

theories' binary thinking in oppositions of top-down versus bottom-up
forces; the industry versus the audience, producers versus consumers,

the power block versus the people, etcetera. These traditional opposi
tions tend to romanticize the "user" as an authentic, self-conscious

subject, as well as condemn "the industry" and educational institutions
as manipulative exploiters by definition. Therefore, academic research

trying to understand the forces that shape the YouTube as a "space of

participation" has to go beyond such traditional oppositions7
One of these shaping forces, for instance, is the popular discourse

about YouTube where participants discuss questions of knowledge,

skills and video quality-if still on a basic level.That is to say that beyond

the world of suspect academics, conservative cultural elitists or "the

industry," there is a discourse on YouTube engaging in teaching skills of

videomaking for YouTube.This discourse cannot be identified as either

top-down or bottom-up; rather, it is a discourse in, on and aboutYouTube

negotiating the site as a specific sp,ace of expression, exchange and
community building.

In this article, I will take a closer look at this discourse and the

ways in which it has emerged on YouTube and in YouTube-related video
tutorials. My analysis will draw on the so-called "production of culture

approach" as it has been developed in cultural sociology to research pro

fessional practices of production. According to this approach, the "expla
nation of cultural practices depends on the identification of the discur

sive fields providing the 'constitutional infrastructure' that enables actors
to construct the knowledge frameworks upon which action is based."8

Similar to other defining discourses, such as the economic, legal and

technological powers materialized in the interface and the protocols of
use,9 I take here the "quality of discourse" as one of the cultural forces

that constructYouTube as a new space of cultural participation.
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Who Cares about Quality?

According to a traditional dichotomy, the" quality discourse" would

be identified as a top-down force that maintains the cultural elite's con

trol of an emerging field of creative practice-whereas new groups of

users, probably identified as "the people;' challenge and question estab
lished hierarchies based on traditional notions of aesthetic norms and

standards. But there is also evidence that not only academics, educators,

and full, semi- or pre-professionals contribute to a discourse in teaching

"dabblers;' "novices" and" amateurs" how to make a professional-look

ing video clip. Actually, many of the" contributing users" on YouTube

themselves engage in the quality discourse on discussion boards, even

if this is hardly done in an articulated and sophisticated manner.

In her inspiring study of social networking in small communities

of video sharers, Patricia G. Lange documents some reflections on

the quality of videos, probably provoked thr"ough the formal setting of

her ethnographic research. Though Lange argues that" critics fail to

understand that video quality is not necessarily the determining factor
in terms of how videos affect social networks;' her study reveals that

some participants are" dismissive of the standard of other people's vid

eos. Their objections are often related to technical issues (including poor
editing, lighting, sound, or some combination) or content (too many

videos about people sparring):'10 Lange's accurate wording implies that

quality certainly can be a determining factor and that-even if it is not

determining-is actually a matter of reflection even among groups of

"contributing users" that are first and foremost interested in building

and maintaining small-scale networks. This is not astonishing, given the

fact that aesthetic styles are determining factors of community building

in many areas of youth and popular culture.

One of Lange's informants seems to reflect explicitly on this mecha

nism when he explains that what Lange calls "privately public behav

ior" is to be read as a deliberate strategy. "He cloaked himself in a

character in order to develop video skills, garner a fan base, and then

reveal himself, once successful, to his old friend RJ;'11Lange writes.

Skills are in this user's perspective directly associated with the dream

of making successful, if not viral, videos that would help him to gain

the appreciation of his friend and other peers. Against the baCkground

of ethnographic studies like Lange's, I argue that it is unproductive to
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create an opposition between social aims and aesthetic means. Users

who engage in small-scale social networks are also sensible of the qual

ity of clips shared online. Though these users' motivation might be more
socially than aesthetically grounded, the means to achieve social recog

nition among peers and maybe beyond is often articulated in terms of

videomaking skills and product quality. Therefore, it is more productive

to generally assume that users are conscious of aesthetic quality, even
if not in an articulated and reflected way.

In fact, discussions on quality emerge on different levels and on
different occasions atYouTube: the interface asks users to rate clips and

to add comments, and many users actually express their affinity with

feelings, experiences and preferences on the YouTube forum, or mock

a video's poor qualityY There is the official YouTube award, where the
YouTube staff calls out some of the most popular videos and asks users

to rate them and indicate which ones deserve extra recognition. Beyond

that. there is the genre of instructional videos and "how-to books"

teaching the art of YouTube videomaking to those users who aim at larg
er, diverse audiences. Tutorials, then, can be understood and analyzed
as a discourse that articulates and negotiates aesthetic sensibilities and

ideas of what defines the quality of aYouTube video.

"Quality" According to YouTube Tutorials

Since 2006, there has been a growing number of printed tutorials on
how to make effective use of YouTube. Titles such as How to 00 Every

thing with YouTube; 15 Minutes of Fame: Becoming a Star in the You
Tube Revolution and YouTube:An Insiders Guide to Climbing the Charts

all contain separate chapters teaching the ploys for creating attention for

a clip and making it circulate widely, if not a viral hit. Next to these types

of general introductions, there are tutorials that advise businesses how
to exploit the possibilities of advertising and marketing on YouTube: Plug
Your Business! Marketing on MySpace, YouTube, Blogs and Podcasts
and Other Web 2.0 Social Networks; YouTube:Making Money By Video

Sharing and Advertising Your Business for Free; and YouTube for Busi
ness: Online Video Marketing for Any Business. Getting as many hits as

possible is, according to these tutorials, the currency of videos on You
Tube. However, widespread circulation of a video does not only imply
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popularity and thus potential economic revenues; traditionally it is also

associated with the notion of publicness and thus with a framework that

triggers certain collectively acknowledged norms and conventions. This

is the rationale behind printed YouTube tutorials like Wired magazine's
above-quoted short reference in six steps or the book-length YouTube

for oummies.13 Wired magazine's tutorial, though very condensed, is a

prototypical example of the genre. It reminds the maker of a few things

to keep in mind: "Choose your weapon; Record clear audio; Keep it

steady; Light your subjects; Film multiple takes; Edit edit edit."14Except

for the first imperative, the other five read like a professional critics'
advice about what mistakes to avoid.

As Martina Roepke has suggested with regard to handbooks on

amateur filmmaking, tutorials can be read as professional interventions

into amateurs' and dabblers' home-movie practices.15 For example,

Michael Miller's book-length YouTube4 You explains what to pay atten

tion to in a short chapter of only ten pages. Most of it is devoted to

technical aspects of convenient video standards, questions of record

ing television footage and ripping fragments from DVDs, whereas only

three pages address original videomaking. However, the question of

quality is addressed specificalfy. Here, too, the structuring question is:

"What makes a greatYouTube video?" According to Miller, a clip should

target a small audience; should address a specific topic from a personal

point of view; should be funny and attractive for some other reason;
should be original, since "the world of YouTube needs innovators, not

imitators"; and should be as short as possible. Reading tutorials as reac

tions to poor practices, Miller's tips in reverse would give a description

of the average home-made video on YouTube: thematically and stylisti

cally unfocused, not providing any personal or original perspective, not
entertaining and far too long.16

Obviously, the aesthetic norms Miller draws on are based on the

concept of authorship, and thus in sharp contrast to what, for example,

Jose van Dijck has described as the characteristic of the" snippet" on
YouTube.Van Dijck uses the term snippet to refer to the transient status

of a clip within the potentially endless process of reusing, recycling and
remaking on YouTube.17However, handbook authors like Miller draw not

only on authorship as a defining concept. but also on craftsmanship

when addressing more technical skills of videomaking. Miller explicitly

advises users to professionalize their practice by taking into account
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9 "Of course, you need a camera! ": One of Youtube's own video tutorials

"Hi, I'm Issak from Videomaker and I'm going to give everyone a tip
out there to make theirYouTube videos a lot better 100king."19

01:48/11):18 '.'11] ~ a•.. ~.

10 "HowTo Make a Video": James Carter knows

Probably the most traditional of these how-to videos on You

Tube is a classical instructional clip of ten minutes produced by the
retired local radio and television columnist Jim Carter, notorious on

YouTube as the producer of more than 250 videos for "do-it-yourself
ers:' As a former professional, he raises in his tutorial "How to make a

basic aspects of camera, lighting and sound when filming. "In general,

it pays to be professional. If you're shooting your own videos, use ade

quate lighting, set up attractive camera [angles], and definitely make

sure that your sound quality is up to snuff. Even amateur videos can

look good and better-looking videos attract more viewers than do dimly

lit poor-sounding ones:' Next to the concepts of authorship and profes

sionalism, Miller draws on a third concept traditionally associated with

the artistic mastery of a medium or art form when he advises to "Play to

the medium's strengths. Know that your video will be seen in a tiny win

dowon a small computer screen and then shoot it accordingly. Use lots

of close ups, keep the background plain, avoid long shots, and employ

simple images with high contrast. Visual subtlety is not your friend."18
As Miller recommends, videos made for YouTube should acknowl

edge the very characteristics of the medium. The quote makes clear

that such remarks are based on the traditional idea that an emerging

medium is defined in a process of aesthetic differentiation. Interest

ingly enough, Miller's recommendations read like some of the early
reflections on the nature of the small screen from the 1950s, when

film was the established medium television was compared with. The

idea of medium specificity is accordingly linked to the discourse on

how to achieve aesthetic quality. Thus, a video playing to the character
istics of YouTube in an original way, and at the same time meeting the

professional standards of production, proves authorship and, vice versa,

would show thatYouTube is an artistically specific medium.

The concepts of authorship, professional craftsmanship and medium

specificity are defining components of the" quality discourse" in printed
tutorials forYouTubers. Online tutorials, available on YouTube itself, do not

differ fundamentally from printed versions. YouTube's "own" official tuto

rial covers the familiar topics, traditional handbooks orWebsites of video

filmmaking address. Short clips averaging 40 seconds explain the basic

features of lighting, camera, sound and special effects. These clips, too,
seem to point at-from a professional perspective-the most com

mon shortcomings of the "average" video on YouTube. Not surprisingly,

these clips are provided by and linked to the website of Videomaker,
a magazine for film amateurs that advertises on YouTube's website.

The presenters in these online tutorials use a rather informal way of

addressing the audience, as if they were talking to a community of peers:
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Video" the typical topics: the selection of equipment, the actual filming,

decoupage and editing, scriptwriting and acting in front of the camera.

Particularly interesting regarding the online tutorials is the dialogic dimen

sion, when users comment on the tutorials and react to the makers' tips

and advice. For example, Carter receives some mocking comments for
his old-fashioned sense of humor. At the same time, there are users who

express their thankfulness in short responses like "great vid, it helped;'

or in longer comments that seem to underline the need for professional

interventions: "Sweet, I saw a lot of my friends' problems in this video's

solutions, good job:' Carter, obviously enjoying his authority deriving

from his professional experience, reacts in a rather untypical way for

YouTube. He uses the maximum space of 500 characters to answer

questions accurately, adding some extra advice. To a users' disrespect

ful comment" 10 minutes? WAY to long dude;' a commentthat reaffirms

the norm that a video online has to be short and to the point, Carter

responds in a demonstratively polite way, again using his old-fashioned

sense of humor: "Thanks for your comment. I went to your channel. No

wonder you said my video was too long. Your videos are as short as the

miniskirts women wore in the 70's. I have a challenge for you. How about

covering the same topics I did and see how long your video turns out."20
It is obvious that different styles of communication meet here.

Some younger producers of tutorials on videomaking for YouTube have

created different styles of presenting themselves and addressing their

11 Mark Apsalon on chroma key and his DVD
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viewers as peers. Examples are Mark Apsalon's short videos addressing

specific questions such as the use of chroma key, or the tutorials of

Mr. Safety who, such as in "How to Improve Video Quality The Cheap

Way;' addresses videomaking novices in particular who are unable to
spend a lot of money. Whereas Tim Carter, a retired cameraman, is a

post-professional, Mark Apsalon and Mr. Safety can be characterized as

semi-professionals or pre-professionals who use YouTube to promote

their own work. Apsalon's tutorials, for example, are teasers for his one

hour instructional videos on filmmaking that can be ordered on DVD.

12 "That's the color it should bel": Mr. Safety

Apsalon and Mr. Safety both receive many laudatory comments for their

tutorials and are addressed as authorities by a community of users who
want to improve their skills in videomaking. Such hierarchies and the dis
courses maintaining them are characteristic for traditional amateur cul
tures, andYouTube is all but free from traditional cultural hierarchies-ob

vious, for example, in the following comment by user EA060: "Some of

these things seem hilarious to me, being a professional cameraman and

video editor. But those advices are good for the amateurs. An interest

ing way to make people understand some things. About 'white balance'
on VX cameras don't use the auto function because it's not JVC to work

properly. You better make the white balance manually, or use the pre

sets (int/ext) because you will have to work more on an editing software.
The same thing for DSR 150 and DSR 170 from Sony. Good luck! "21
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What is interesting here is not so much the specificity of infor

mation exchanged, but more the style of user EA060: by introducing

himself as a professional cameraman whether this is true or not, he
creates a hierarchy between "the amateurs;' the pre- or semi-pro
fessional whose advice is useful for amateurs, and himself as a true

professional who possesses the superior ability to evaluate the tutori

als. The common ground of this discourse recreating traditional hier

archies is the culturally shared belief that the better the quality of a

public utterance, the bigger the audience and the stronger the impact

of the message will be. And quality derives, according to the rather

traditional discourse, from authorship, craftsmanship and the profes

sional use of the mediums' specific features. The quality discourse

thus perpetuates traditional cultural norms even with regard to the

open and easily accessible space of participation that YouTube offers.

Conclusion: Sharing versus Participating

This article's analysis of the quality discourse on YouTube aims at a

better understanding of (some of) the cultural powers that define You

Tube as a cultural space of participation. Like in other cultural realms

where the professional world and the world of the consuming audi

ence is mediated by a rich, differentiated and powerful amateur cul

ture,22quality discourses function not only to create taste hierarchies,

but also to professionalize dabblers and novices and make the public

and professional world more accessible for them. Users with different

backgrounds and interests in YouTube contribute to and maintain this
quality discourse. Full, semi-, pre- and post-professionals use YouTube
to share and promote their knowledge, and dabblers, novices and ama

teurs contribute to the same discourse through their questions and

comments. As opposed to the era of mass media-with producers on
the one side and consumers on the other-there is a diverse field of

positions in the space of participation YouTube creates. From the few

tutorials I have discussed in this article, it is obvious that they draw

on traditional media aesthetics and cultural conceptions of authorship

and publicness, and can thus be characterized as sort of a conservative

power working to formatYouTube as a space of participation.
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One could characterize this discourse as a disciplinary one that

works to domesticate "ordinary" users' original creativity and to subor

dinate the open, participatory space of YouTube to the regime of hier
archical mass media and traditional cultural norms. But this would be

a romantic misconception of users' "authentic creativity:' All users are

without any exception part of already existing cultures and have to work

through these cultures' norms and conventions to develop their own

creative interests and skills. Tutorials in videomaking are a means to

develop such skills, especially for those whose engagement on YouTube

aims not just at sharing moments and experiences, but at contributing

to and participating in a broader audiovisual culture. Far from blurring the

boundaries between the spheres of production and consumption, online

video culture redefines and institutionalizes the relationship between

these spheres in a more differentiated way. The quality discourse is

one powerful force within this process of redefinition and differentia

tion. Although video-sharing sites allow for more diverse forms of par

ticipation than traditional mass media ever did, the quality discourse

on YouTube works to structure possible acts of audiovisual participation

according to well-established conventions and standards.
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